A is said to be right (respectively, left) translation invariant if RsA {R,f s S, f '4} C '4 (respectively, Ls'4 {L,f s S, f .4} C .4). A is said to be translation invariant if it is both right and left translation invariant. Definition 1.1 [2] . For each x* X*, z*A {z*/= z* o I I A} is a linear subspace of B(S).
Here we have adopted the definition in [2] of a mean on j[. [3] gives a definition of a nean in terms of a scalar-valued mean on p(X* o 4) -p{x*.4 x* X* }. In the next lemma, we set up a connection like this, and we will show in Theorem 1.7 that the definitions of a mean in [2] and [3] are equivalent. We will deal with other applications in 4. We can furnish (A,X) with two topologies, both of which make ('4,X) a locally convex topological space. One is the strong operator topology 7-, which is the weakest topology of (,4, X) relative to which the mapping U -Uf (,4, X) ---r X is continuous for each f (5 '4, and the other is the weak operator topology Tw, which is the weakest topology of ('4, X) relative to which the mapping U x*Uf Z:(A, X) C is continuous for each f (5,4 and x* (5 X*. These topologies can be relativized to M('4) C (,4, X). (1)- (3) The following theorem shows that the definition of a mean in [2] is equivalent to that in [3] . We show first that T,,,. is independent of x* X*, i.e., if x, x X* and f, f2 A are such that xf xf, then q,, (xf) ,, (xf2). Hence Uu, U * u 6 M(C(S,X)); indeed, they e equ. .(a(.)) .o o (a)* -, ,(a), uu(a(.)*) .
Again using the fact that C(S,X) p{g(-)x g C(S),x X}, we have for every f C(S, X). As in the scalar case, we have the following proposition, whose proof is similar to that of [1, 2.3 .5]; so we omit it. (2) /f,4 is right amenable, then RIM('4) is a closed ere iddal of M(A). ( 
The sets M(f, s) are -closed, and therefore z-eompact. For, let converge to It M(A). We want to show that p M(f,s), i.e., Recall that e: S -+ (A,X) is the evaluation mapping e(s)f f(s), f WAP(S,X).
When X C we denote this mapping by e'.
Let aS w'r' denote the w* closure in WAT'(S)" of co'(S); aS w'r' is a compact affine semitopological semigroup [1, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The contents of this paper is a part of the author's Ph.D. work under the supervision of Professor P. Milnes at the University of Western Ontario. The author would like to acknowledge his indebtedness to his supervisor, Professor P. Milnes, for advice and encouragement given while this paper was being written. The author also wishes to thank to the referee for suggesting simplified proofs of Example 2.2 and Proposition 2.8. This led to Theorem 4.3.
